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those hospitals." The Home Secretary has stated in the
House of Commons that the certificate allowing experi-
ments upon animals without the use of aumstheties is only
granted for inoculations and similar trivial operations.
"Words mean what they do mean, and not other things."
How does Mr. Coleridge reconcile his words with truth?

Hysteria is not argument.-ED. L.

THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER IN THE
UNITED STATES.

To the Editors of THE LA.NCET.

SIRS,--To the average general practitioner in Great
Britain the prospects of success in medical practice may seem
at times somewhat gloomy ; it may therefore perhaps be
some slight consolation to him if he will contrast with his
own hardships a picture of those which have to be endured
by his professional brethren in this land of liberty, where
the distinction between a profession and a trade seems often-
times to have totally disappeared.
To begin with the licence to practise. The obtaining of a

degree has until quite lately been a matter of such ease,
owing to the competition of so many schools and colleges,
that those who append M.D. to their names are in a

greater proportion than 1 to every 500 of the popu-
lation. There is but one medical diploma-that of M.D.-
and each medical school his the power of granting this
- degree to its own students after a course of stady which is
regulated solely by the ideas of its own particular staff.
The length of this course until recently has not exceeded
three years, and frequently only seven months of each year.
Within the last few years many of the best colleges have
adopted with pride-which is perhaps justifiable--a four
years’ course, although there are quite a number, including
Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut, which still require
only three years ; in many cases, also, only one year’s actual
attendance at the school was necessary, experience under a
reputable physician being accepted as sufficient. The holding
of the posts of clinical clerk and surgical dresser are nowhere
considered necessary, so that practical experience is un-

doubtedly wanting. In addition to the first-class medical

colleges, ther.e are and have been a vast number of institu-
tions of very small reputation whose existence has often been
quite ephemeral and whose degrees were conferred after
courses of study from two years downwards, so that the most
nnambiti us individual could gratify his wish for a diploma
without even a,bandoning any occupation or business in
which he might be employed. Consequently only the
initiated can tell whether a certain degree is worh any-
thing or not, as in order to ascertain the school of

graduation one must consult a work known as Palk’s
Medical Directory, which is simply a catalogue of all
who profess the healing art, including irregulars of every
description. This work usually appends to each man’s name
his place of graduation if he be willing to give the infor-
mation ; it then remains to look up the status of the

particular school. This work, of course, is not reliable, as
the compilers invariably take a man’s wrrd about himself
and do not profess to give any farther guarantee of his
genuineness. In consequence of this past general laxity
in medical eduction the ranks of the profession have
become overcrowded and the status of many of its members
very low.

Within the last ten years, however, there has begun an
energetic movement of reform, and many States have

adopted laws for the regulation of medical practice,
insisting that for the future a medical man wishing to
practise within a particular State must satisfy the mpdical
board of that State that he possesses a diploma fr,>m
a reputable college within its boundaries, or in default
thereof must pass the examination ,et forth by the
board. Here we come to a p’:’cu1iar feature which makes
it appear as if the profession of each State was more
jealous of outsiders, however eminent, than of irregulars
within its borders, for nearly all the laws agree in one

respect-instead of admitting any medical man whose

diploma is of unquestionable merit, they require everyone
alike to pass their own particular examination, whether
the applicant be a graduate of the highest school in the
land or an itinerant herbalist, so that the graduate of
Belle Vue Hospital Medical College, New York, or

Harvard University, Boston, if he wishes to practise
in Baltimore or Philadelphia must spend several months

working for his examination in subjects like botany,
chemistry, &c., and must also pay a fee more or less

heavy. In Pennsylvania this absurdity is extreme, as

the State board apparently has no confidence in any of
its own schools, some of which are undoubtedly in the
front rank. Accordingly it requires its own graduates, as

well as all outsiders, to past the examination alike, even
if they have only just taken their degree in the same sub-
jects and were examined by many of the same professors
who it on the board. The regular practitioners may join
the State medical society, which, if it happens to have

stringent rules as to admission, will confer on him its hall-
mark of respectability, but as there are usually in addition
a homoeopathic medical society and an eclectic medical
society in the same State the advantage is not perhaps so
great as it appears, particularly as the ordinary layman does
not know anything about such matters.
The prescribing chemist, who advertises a proprietary

remedy for every ailment or symptom, flourishes here even
more than in Great Britain, and if he cannot persuade the
sufferer to patronise secret formulas will not hesitate to offer
him the modern compressed preparation which was intended
for a more orthodox prescription. On the other band, we
do not have much of the "provident dispensary" which is
usually run for the profit of one man ; and there is not the
enormous waste of misapplied medical charity which every
city in England tolerates.

It speaks well for American grit" that things are not
even worse than they are, and one can therefore have good
hopes for the future ; but at present to the English medical
man who has ideas of starting for this field there is only one
good piece of advice-" Don’t."

I am, Sirs, yours faithfully,
March 22nd, 1897. A BRITISH EXILE.

MANCHESTER.
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

Trafford Park and Heaton Park.
THE " outrage" you deplore in THE LANCET of March 27th

will, it is pretty certain, be perpetrated, and Manchester, with
the neighbouring borough of Salford, will have to bear as

they best may the loss of their largest and most valuable
" lung." It may be doubted whether those members of the

Corporation who voted against acquiring an open space " of
absolutely incalculable value," as you justly say, have had
even yet the wit to discover the blunder they committed.
This will appear when their tactics with regard to Heaton
Park are considered. It is still in the market, and although
perhaps less favourably situated than Trafford Park it would
confer great benefit to the community of Manchester if it were
preserved from the inroads of the builder. Time will show
whether the City Council intend to allow this the last oppor-
tunity of acquiring a park worthy of the name to fall through
(for the supply of open paces is exhausted), or whether they
will rise to their duty and secure it for the benefit of this
generation and of those that will follow us.

Manchester Adult Deaf and Dumb Institntion.
Something has been done by lip-reading and other methods

to make communication of the deaf and dumb with their
fellows less difficult and so to alleviate a little their life of
solitude, while the education of deaf and dumb children up
to the age of sixteen years is now compulsory. After this
period such societies as the Manchester Adult Deaf and Dumb
Institution, which held its annual meeting on March 26th,
are specially useful by providing for the deaf and dumb-
in the words of the report-" religious services, visiting them
in sickness, assistirg them to obtain employment to earn

their livelihood, and by ocesionally granting temporary
relief." At the Institute in Grosvenor-street lectures
and other meetings are held in the reading-room, where
papers, books, and pcriodicals are kept. The Lord Mayor,
Alderman J. F. Roberts, who was in the chair, asked,
"What would such afrlicted individuals as the deaf and
dumb do without such an institute, which was a church,
a school, and a club combined ? " There is no question as
to its work being useful, but it has not gained the support of
the benevolent as it should have done. The committee say
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they need an annual income from subscriptions and dona-
tions of 500 to carry out the work efficiently, while in
1896 they received only &pound;278 ; but there still remained
a balance in hand on the fund of the Lady Mayoress’s garden
party which took place in the summer.

Ancoats Healthy Homes Society.
It is a wholesome sign that in one of the poorest and most

crowded of the industrial districts of Manchester a large
audience of the residents should have met together on
Wednesday, March 24th, to hear from our confrere Dr. J. M.
Rhodes, the chairman of the Chorlton Board of Guardians,
an address on " Pauperism, Past and Present." The Ancoats

Healthy Homes Society is an association of working men
trying to brighten their own homes and those of their
neighbours by entertainments and addresses which those
more fortunate than themselves are always ready to give
on various subjects. It is one of the offshoots of
the Sanitary Association. Dr. Rhodes drew a graphic
picture of the condition of the poor in the past, and showed
that ’’ the present condition of the workers of to-day was
vastly superior to that of former times." By the help of
coloured charts he explained the incidence of pauperism
and Poor-law taxation, and he pointed out that the ratio
of pauperism was greater in the agricultural districts of the
East and South than in the mining and manufacturing
districts of the North and West. He named over population
and drink as the chief causes of pauperism, and urged his
hearers to work out their own salvation-to use too common
a phrase-by cultivating the old-fashioned, and among a

large number almost forgotten, virtues of industry and
perseverance, sobriety and thrift.

27te Sanitary Committee and Cleared Areas.
At the last meeting of the City Council the consideration

of the report of the sanitary committee, dated Feb. 8th, 1697,
was resumed. Some members objected strongly to the pro-
posal to build a large lodging-house in Ancoats, which seems
unreasonable in face of the fact that twenty-nine registered
lodging-houses, with accommodation for between 450 and
500 people, were taken down in connexion with the opening
out of Whitworth-street. These people must have some pro-
vision made for them. In a large population there will

always be single men and women, who are all the more likely
to remain or to become decent and respectable if

proper provision is made for their lodging and if they are
not treated as outcasts and pa,riah?. But among a section of
the City Council there is a strong and unreasonable prejudice
against any such provision being made. The present lodging-
houses, which are under the control of the watch committee,
do not seem to be quite the models they ought to be, for Dr.
Dearden said that many of them were veritable death-traps
from the "respiratory impurity" of the air in the bedrooms
at night. Dr. Daly thought that if Mr. Boyle-the
principal objector-and his supporters had seen the London
lodging-houses visited by the committee they would
not allow sentimental objections to weigh with them;
but this gentleman-who is a member of the watch com-
mittee and perhaps objects to the sanitary committee

touching the lodging-house question-retorted, It was all
very well for the medical members of the council to air their
fads." In this case the fads are decency and sufficient
ventilation. Alderman McDougall very properly insisted on
the importance of securing the thorough sanitation of houses
where large numbers of people are wont to congregate. In
the end the report of the committee and the recommenda-
tions it contained were adopted.
March 31st.

NORTHERN COUNTIES NOTES.
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

Durham University.
Or the thirty candidates who entered for the Extra Arts

Examination at Durham University a few days ago only
eleven succeeded in satisfying the examiners. All students
Eoti graduates in arts who intend to graduate either in
medicine or in science at this University are required to

pass this examination, and it is somewhat astonishing how
high the percentage of failures continues to be. Of the
eleven men who passed on this occasion sine were prepared
by the same tutor, indicating apparently that failure is due
more to a want of knowledge as to the nature of the test
than to a deficiency of education.

Dr. Arnison’s Last Clinical Lecture.
The theatre of the Royal Infirmary, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

was well filled on March 24th by Dr. Arnison’s colleagues
and students to hear his last lecture. He chose for his

subject what he called "some of his fads," and showed a
large number of most interesting cases, including many in
which aggravated club-foot had been treated by Phelps’s
operation, and the results were certainly most excellent.
Dr. Arnison also showed a number of patients who had been
treated with the actual cautery for ulceration of the carti
lages of the knee-joint-some of them a good many years
ago. Not only had the joints been cured, but the movements
of them in many caes were perfect. Dr. Arnison has been
connected with the infirmary for upwards of thirty years, and
in retiring carries with him the regard and respect of his
colleagues and the affection of his students.

Death of Mr. Beatty of Seaham Harbour.
On March 26th this much respected member of the medical

profession died at the age of eighty-three years. Mr. Beatty
during his lorg career at Seaham Harbour identified himself
with nearly all the institutions of the town. He was surgeon
to the hospital established by Lord Londonderry for the use
of sailors, surgeon to the Seaham Harbour Volunteer
Artillery, a permanent member of the committee of the

Londonderry Literary Institution, &c. For some time Mr.
Beatty had been ailing, but it was only a very few days
before his death that his friends became seriously alarmed.

7Ae Ingham Infirmary, South S’hields.
Of the sum of &pound;10,000 which it is proposed to raise for

the enlargement of the Ingham Infirmary at South Shields,
in commemoration of the Queen’s long reign, upwards of
8000 has already been subscribed, and Mr. H. Griers, the-
architect, has been instructed to advertise for tenders for the
erection of a new wing.
March 30th. 
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SCOTLAND.
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.)

The Chair of Public Health for Edinburgh.
THE Scottish Universities Commission have issued

amongst other draft ordinances one for the establishment of
a separate chair of public health in the Edinburgh University.
The chair is to be called the Bruce and John Usher Chair of
Public Health, in recognition of the fact that its establishment
has been made possible by the munificence of the two

gentlemen whose names it bears. It is ordained that the

occupant of the chair shall receive the annual income derived
from the endowment, together with such sum out of the
central fund of the University as may be necessary to bring
the salary up to .B600. The Court is given permission to
increase the sum to be taken from the general fund. The
fees of the students are, as in the other classes, to be paid
into the general fund. The patronage of the chair is vested
in the University Court.

The Edinburgh Royal College Golf Match.
The annual golf match between the Royal College of &pound;

Physicians and the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh,
was played last week at Gullane in a hurricane of wind.
The surgeons won by seven holes. The match always gives
rise to considerable interest.

University of Aberdeen.
This is the first year in which the arts bursary competition

and the medical, arts, and science preliminary examinations
have taken place in the spring. The examinations opened on
Saturday, March 27th. There were thirty-five entrants for
the medical preliminary, five for the science, and 126 for the
arts examinations. For the bursaries there were 166 com-

petitors. The north tower at Marischal College extension
has been completed, but to prevent petty depredations
durirg the construction of the other buildings it has been
found necessary to erect a paling, with a temporary gateway
leading into the quadrangle. An association is being formed
under the auspices of the General Council to raise funds for
the further extension and better endowment of the University.

Pay Nursery in Aberdeen.
A new institution in Aberdeen-a day nursery for children

of working women-has been started in Princes. street, with
accommodation for twenty or thirty children.
March 30th.


